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Abstract

The popularity of software agents and multiagent systems has increased, and this is now 
one of the most active areas in informatics research and development. Agent-oriented 
software engineering is a new paradigm. But no paradigm would be complete without 
a means for measuring its quality. This work is the result of an investigation in order 
to evaluate characteristics of a software agent, measuring its most relevant characteris-
tics. For this, we consider the three most important characteristics of a software agent: 
its social ability, autonomy and proactivity. Measurable attributes are defined for each 
feature and then are defined measures to evaluate each attribute, and from these values 
obtain the value of the characteristics considered are proposed. To validate these mea-
sures are applied to a case study.
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1. Introduction

Software quality has been a major issue in software development history. The ultimate aim 
is to ensure user satisfaction with the reliability and operation of software products based on 
well-defined characteristics. Several software quality models have been produced, such as the 
procedural model [1], the object-oriented model [2] and the international standard quality 
model established by ISO and IEC [3].

To evaluate the software agent, published works have been investigated in relation to mea-
sures to evaluate it, which mainly consider the adoption of measures of other paradigms, 
such as procedural and object-oriented, since there are programming characteristics in 
common with software oriented to agents, such as modular programming and encapsula-
tion [4, 5].
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We are interested in applying the software quality model for another type of software: agent 
systems. We take the viewpoint that it is essential to analyze the key software agent char-
acteristics in order to evaluate the quality of a software agent. These characteristics define 
agent behavior inside a multi-agent system and include social ability, autonomy, proactivity, 
reactivity, adaptability, intelligence and mobility [6, 7].

In this chapter, we present the study of the characteristics of social ability, autonomy and 
proactivity, with their attributes and associated measures, considering that they are the most 
representative of the software agent [8–10]. The objective of this research work is to propose 
attributes associated with these characteristics of the software agent and a set of measures that 
allow evaluating these attributes [11].

To evaluate the quality of software, ISO/IEC proposed in 2001 to decompose this quality into 
three hierarchical levels: characteristics (correspond to properties that the software must ver-
ify), sub-characteristics or attributes (they are measurable qualities that influence each char-
acteristic) and measurements (are the metrics that allow evaluating the attributes) [3]. Based 
on this decomposition, this research work has been proposed to evaluate the characteristics 
of a software agent.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. The characteristic of an agent is defined, and 
attributes related to social ability, autonomy and proactivity are presented. Then, works 
related to the development of measures to evaluate characteristics of the software agent are 
presented. Next, measures to evaluate the attributes associated with these characteristics are 
described, and their application to a case study is presented. The chapter ends with a series of 
conclusions and lines of future research.

2. Characteristics of the agent software

According to McCall [1] and ISO/IEC [3], to measure the quality of a software product, three 
aspects of the product must be defined: its characteristics, its sub-characteristics (called attri-
butes) and the measurements of these attributes.

The characteristics considered in this work as more representative of a software agent are 
its social ability, autonomy and proactivity [11]. Table 1 summarizes these characteristics, 
providing a short definition and a list of relevant attributes that we identified in [11].

The importance of the social ability is that in order to achieve its objectives, the agent 
must be able to communicate, negotiate and cooperate with the other agents of the sys-
tem [6, 11].

The importance of autonomy lies in the fact that in order to achieve an objective the agent 
must have the possibility to decide, not only how to achieve an objective, but also that the 
objectives must be sought on the basis of an interest generated endogenously [12], must 
control their internal state, have independence and the ability to adapt to the needs of their 
environment [10].
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The importance of proactivity is that it implies that the agent executes actions on his own 
initiative to achieve his objectives, interacting with the agents in the environment and 
reacting to the stimuli that appear in this environment, so he must have the ability to 
evaluate their environment and decide what action to take [13, 14].

3. Related work

Considering the research developed on the characteristics and quality measures of a software 
agent, until before 2013, few studies in the literature had focused on proposing measures 
related to the characteristics of social ability, autonomy and proactivity of a software agent 
and few specify a set of specific measures to evaluate these characteristics.

In [4], it is proposed to measure the social ability of the agent using the complexity of the 
agent as a way of knowing the degree of the organizational dimensions of the agent (such as 
social, relational, environmental and personal).

Cernuzzi and Rossi proposed a framework for an evaluation of the analysis and design of 
agent-oriented modeling methods. They evaluate the autonomy of an agent considering 
whether or not the modeling techniques check whether the agents have control over their 
internal state and behavior [15].

In 2004, Shin presented the results of adapting some measures of procedural and object-
oriented paradigms to agent-oriented software, as well as adding specific measures for this 
paradigm. In his work, he does not define attributes to evaluate these characteristics; he only 
defines measures to assess some aspects of these characteristics of the agent’s software [16].

Characteristics Definition Attributes

Social ability The agent is able to interact with other agents, and  
possibly humans, in order to achieve its design  
objectives.

• Communication

• Cooperation

• Negotiation

Autonomy The agent is able to operate on its own without the need  
for any human guidance or the intervention of external  
elements. It has control over its own actions and internal  
states.

• Self-control

• Encapsulation

• Learning

• Evolution

Proactivity The agent is able to exhibit goal-directed behavior  
by taking the initiative in order to achieve its design  
objectives. This capability often requires the agent  
to anticipate future situations (to take the initiative),  
to interact with other agents and to perceive its  
environment.

• Initiative

• Interaction

• Reaction

Table 1. Characteristics and attributes of software agents.
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Huber proposes measuring social dependence to evaluate autonomy. To calculate a global 
value of the autonomy of a software agent, Huber combines the value of the autonomy of 
social integrity and the value of the autonomy of the dependency [17].

The state of the art revealed the need to propose measures that would allow evaluating the 
most relevant characteristics of the software agent, with appropriate measures that consider 
the attributes related to these characteristics.

4. Attributes and measures

The measures proposed for each attribute are the result of research in software agents. Some 
were selected from the procedural and object-oriented paradigms, and others are new mea-
sures specially designed to evaluate these attributes [11].

4.1. Attributes and measures of social ability

The social ability in the agents is the competence they have at the moment of exchanging infor-
mation between them (communication), the ability in the joint collaboration (cooperation) and 
the ability to reach an agreement on the way forward to reach their objectives (negotiation) [18].

The communication attribute is identified with the agent’s ability to receive and send mes-
sages by the agent to achieve its objectives. It has been determined that a good communica-
tion of the agent can be evaluated considering: the number of messages invoked in response 
to a message received by the agent (RFM), the size of the messages sent by the agent during 
execution (AMS), and the number of incoming and outgoing messages received (FIM) and 
sent (FOM) by the agent to maintain a significant communication link or perform some 
objectives [16, 18].

The cooperation attribute is identified with the agent’s ability to respond to the services 
requested by other agents and offer services to other agents. It has been determined that 
good cooperation can be evaluated considering: the agent’s ability to accept or reject services 
requested by other agents (SRRA), and the agent’s ability to offer services (ASA) [6, 18].

The negotiation attribute is identified with the agent’s ability to establish commitments, 
resolve conflicts and reach agreements with other agents to ensure compliance with its objec-
tives. Therefore, this attribute can be evaluated considering: the number of objectives achieved 
(AGA), the number of messages sent by the agent when another agent requires a service from 
it (MRS), and the number of messages sent by the agent when requesting a service from other 
agents (MSS) [6, 18]. Table 2 presents the nine proposed measures for evaluating a software 
agent’s social ability and its definitions.

4.2. Attributes and measures of autonomy

Autonomy in agents is understood as the agent’s ability to control his own actions (self-con-
trol), the ability to manage his behavior and other information related to his actions (func-
tional independence) and the ability to self-adjust and adapt to new requirements (capacity 
for evolution) [13].
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The self-control attribute is identified with the fact that the agent is able to operate on its 
own, without the need for human support or the intervention of external elements, to achieve 
its objectives [13], and with the level of control that the agent has about its own state and 
behavior [4]. It has been determined that a good self-control of the agent can be evaluated 
considering: the amount and complexity of the pointers or references that the agent uses in its 
programming in the agent’s internal state (SC), the size of the agent’s internal state (ISS), and 
the complexity of the services that the agent offers (BC) [13].

The functional independence attribute is identified with the executive tasks that require an 
action that the agent must perform on behalf of any of the users it represents or of other 
agents [6, 16]. A good level of functional independence indicates that the agent does not have 
to perform many executive tasks, which can be evaluated considering the fraction of mes-
sages requiring action by the user or other agents of the system with respect to all messages 
received [13]. It has been determined that a good functional independence of the agent can be 
evaluated considering the influence on the agent of the fraction of executive messages (that 
request an action) received from the user, to whom the agent represents, or from other agents 
(to whom it is obligated to respond) with respect to all received messages (EMR) [13].

The attribute capacity of evolution is identified with the agent’s ability to adapt to the needs 
of the environment [19] and take the necessary measures to self-adjust to new objectives [20]. 
A good capacity for evolution can be evaluated considering: the ability to update its status by 
the agent (SUC), and the frequency of updating its status (FSU) [13]. Table 3 presents the six 
measures proposed to evaluate the agent’s autonomy and its definitions.

Measures to evaluate the attributes of social ability

Communication Answers by message RFM: Measures the number of messages that are sent in 
response to a message received by the agent

Average message size AMS: Measures the data size of the messages sent by the agent 
in their communication

Number of messagesreceived FIM: Measures the number of messages received in the agent’s 
communication during its lifetime

Number of messages sent FOM: Measures the number of messages sent by the agent in 
the agent’s communication during its execution time

Cooperation Service requests  
rejected by the Agent

SRRA: Measures the percentage of services rejected by the 
agent when other agents require their services

Amount of services offered by 
the agent

ASA: Measures the amount of services that the agent 
advertises in the yellow pages directory of their environment

Negotiation Objectives achieved by the agent AGA: Measures the efficiency of agent negotiation to 
achieve its objectives, with the support of other agents in the 
environment

Messages for a requested service MRS: Measures the number of messages exchanged by the 
agent when conducting a negotiation, when another agent is 
requesting their services

Messages sent to request a service MSS: Measures the number of messages exchanged by the 
agent when performing a negotiation when the agent requests 
a service from another agent

Table 2. Measures to evaluate the attributes of social ability.
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4.3. Attributes and measures of proactivity

Proactivity refers to the ability of agents to achieve their goals. To do this, it must make deci-
sions dynamically (initiative), have the ability to relate to obtain information that helps solve 
problems (interaction) and must act actively in response to environmental stimuli (reaction) [10].

The initiative attribute is identified with the agent’s capacity to meet the objectives defined in 
its design, through goal-directed behavior [6], and to undertake an action on its own with the 
goal of achieving its objectives [10, 21]. A good initiative capacity can be evaluated consider-
ing: the number of roles that the agent must develop (NOR), the number of objectives reached 
by the agent (AGA), and the average number of messages exchanged by the agent to achieve 
its objectives (MAG) [10].

The interaction attribute is identified with the agent’s capacity to interact with other agents 
and their environment [10, 22]. A good interaction capacity can be evaluated considering: the 
number of services implemented within the agent that enable it to achieve its goals (SA), the 
number of different types of agent messages that the agent can process (NMT) and the aver-
age number of public services called per agent (NSC) [10].

The reaction attribute is identified with the agent’s capacity to react to a stimulus from the 
environment according to a stimulus/response behavior [23]. It has been determined that a 
good capacity for reaction can be evaluated considering: the number of requests received 
and resolved at runtime (NPR), and the agent’s operation complexity (AOC) [10]. Table 4 
presents the eight proposed measures to evaluate the proactivity of a software agent and their 
definitions.

Figure 1 shows a summary of the characteristics, attributes and measures proposed for the 
software agent.

Measures to evaluate the attributes of autonomy

Self-control Structural 
complexity

SC: Measures the amount and complexity of the pointers or 
references that the agent uses in its programming in the agent’s 
internal state

Size of the internal 
state

ISS: Measures the size of the agent’s internal state

Behavior 
complexity

BC: Measures the complexity of the services that the agent offers 
(only applies to agents that offer services)

Functional 
independence

Fraction of 
executive type 
messages

EMR: Measures the influence on the agent of the fraction of executive 
messages (that request an action) received from the user, to whom 
the agent represents, or from other agents (to whom it is obligated 
to respond) with respect to all received messages (considering 
communication actions)

Capacity of evolution Capacity to update 
the status

SUC: Measures the agent’s capacity to update its status

Status update 
frequency

FSU: Measures the update frequency of the agent’s state during 
execution

Table 3. Measures to evaluate the attributes of autonomy.
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Measures to evaluate the attributes of proactivity

Initiative Number of roles NOR: Measures the influence on initiative by the number of roles 
assigned to an agent in the system under evaluation and defined in the 
design phase

Number of goals AGA: Measures the relationship between the number of goals achieved 
by the agent during execution over the originally assigned goals

Messages to achieve 
goals

MAG: Measures the number of executive messages used to communicate 
with other system agents to achieve its goals

Interaction Services per agent SA: Measures the number of services implemented within the agent 
(number of implemented public methods or offered services, not 
including internal methods) that enable it to achieve its goals

Number of message 
types

NMT: Measures the number of different types of agent messages that the 
agent can process

Number of services 
called per agent

NSC: Measures the average number of public services called per agent

Reaction Number of processed 
requests

NPR: Measures the number of requests received and resolved at runtime

Agent operations 
complexity

AOC: Measures the mean complexity of the operations to be performed 
by the agent to achieve its goals

Table 4. Measures to evaluate the attributes of proactivity.

Figure 1. Characteristics, attributes and measures of a software agent.
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To use the quality measures, it is proposed to follow the following steps, which are an adapta-
tion of those proposed in [24].

• Determine the weights of the different characteristics, attributes and measures. To do this, 
the Hierarchical Analysis Method [25] can be used to obtain the relevant matrices adapted 
to the problem’s environment:

1. The weights of the characteristics are determined from the relevance matrix obtained 
through surveys to software engineers.

2. The weights of the attributes for each characteristic are determined, using surveys to the 
software engineers to determine the matrices of relevance.

3. The weights of each measure are determined for each attribute.

• Evaluate the values of each measure:

1. Calculate the values of each measure according to the scope of application

2. Normalize the proposed measures if necessary

• Based on the weights and the values of the measurements, the following are determined:

1. The quality values of the attributes of each characteristic

2. The quality values of each characteristic

3. The quality value associated with the software agent system

• Analyze the results

5. Study case

Next, a case study corresponding to the agent management process of a banking environ-
ment is presented, which considers agents of the bank type, the client type and the facilita-
tor agent, and which performs an exchange of knowledge and actions among these agents 
(Figure 2).

The agents of the system are related through operations typical of a bank, such as creating an 
account, turning money or requesting a loan. The system consists of two agents of type clients 
and three agents of type bank, in addition to a facilitator agent. The first one will initiate the 
conversations and the banks will try to answer them by carrying out internal processes or 
questions to other entities of the same nature.

To carry out this study, software was used that applied the evaluations of the measures of this 
work [26, 27].
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The JADE platform was used to design the software [28], and the coding was performed in 
the Eclipse integrated development environment [29]. Three different experiments were car-
ried out to evaluate the different measures exposed in this work. An aspect of the graphical 
interface of the systems implemented for the banking system is presented in Figure 3.

In all the experiments, the opinion of several experts in the development of software oriented 
to agents with a score between 0 and 10 of the measures considered in the system was con-
sidered; and then the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied [30], in which the arithmetic 
mean of the opinions of the experts and the arithmetic mean of the measures to make them 
comparable were considered.

Figure 2. Bank system agents.

Figure 3. Graphical interface of the banking multi-agent system.
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In the first experiment, measures were applied to evaluate the social ability of each agent in 
the system. Figure 4 shows the average results for each measure for each attribute and for 
each agent present in the system. Figure 5 presents the value of the attributes and the social 
ability, calculated considering the arithmetic mean of the measurements for each attribute. It 
is observed that the banking agents have a greater value of the cooperation attribute, while 
the client agents have it in the negotiation. Analyzing the values for the system, the average 
values of all the attributes are very similar (around 86%). Finally, the value of the social ability 
of the system is 86%, which is high for this system.

Regarding the evaluation of experts on the measures of social ability applying the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, the arithmetic mean of the opinions of the experts and the arithmetic mean of 
the measurements were taken, obtaining a level of significance of 0.50 that allows to reject 
the hypothesis that both samples come from different distributions. Figure 6 presents a com-
parison of the results of the average obtained by the system and the experts, applying the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Figure 5. Average values  of social ability measures per agent.

Figure 4. Average values  of the measures of the attributes of social ability per agent.
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In the second experiment, measures were applied to evaluate the autonomy of each agent 
in the system. Figure 7 shows the average results for each measure for each attribute 
and for each agent present in the system. Figure 8 presents the value of attributes and 
autonomy, calculated considering the arithmetic mean of the measurements for each attri-
bute. The attributes influence the autonomy value of each agent, being lower than those of 
the banking agents and a little greater than the one of the client agents because the bank-
ing agents have greater capacity of evolution and functional independence. The average 
autonomy is 80%.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the results of the average obtained by the system and the 
experts, applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Regarding the evaluation of experts on the 
measures of autonomy of the agents of the system, the arithmetic mean of the opinions of 
the experts and the arithmetic mean of the measures were considered, obtaining a level of 
significance of 0.75, which allows to reject the hypothesis that both samples come from differ-
ent distributions.

Figure 6. Average values  of the experts and the system.

Figure 7. Average values of the measures of the attributes of the autonomy per agent.
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In the third experiment, measures were applied to evaluate the proactivity of each agent in 
the system. Figure 10 shows the average results for each measure for each attribute and for 
each agent present in the system. Figure 11 shows the value of the attributes and proactivity 
calculated considering the arithmetic mean of the measurements for each attribute. There are 
high values of initiative of the banking agents (on average it is 97%) followed by the other two 
attributes: interaction and reaction (95% on average). Finally, the proactivity of the system of 
the system is very high, with 96% on average, which is explained by the high interaction of 
the agents of the system.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of the results of the average obtained by the system and 
the experts, applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Regarding the evaluation of experts on 
the measures of proactivity of the agents of the system, the arithmetic mean of the opinions 
of the experts and the arithmetic mean of the measures were considered, obtaining a level 
of significance of 0.45, which allows to reject the hypothesis that both samples come from 
different distributions.

Figure 9. Average values of the experts and the system.

Figure 8. Average values of autonomy measures per agent.
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Figure 10. Average values of the measures of the attributes of the proactivity per agent.

Figure 11. Average values of proactivity measures per agent.

Figure 12. Average values of the experts and the system.
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6. Conclusions

From the study of software agent technology, different characteristics present in this type 
of software were defined. Considering these characteristics, the work of studying three of 
them was addressed: social ability, autonomy and proactivity. These, in turn, were divided 
into nine attributes (three for each characteristic), to consider different factors that represent 
important aspects of each characteristic, susceptible to being evaluated.

For these attributes, 23 measures were designed for the evaluation of these attributes, and 
they can be used in an agent-oriented application to obtain a consistent evaluation of the 
characteristics studied.

An application was also developed [26, 27], making use of the Eclipse platform [29] and object 
orientation in Java, which allowed to implement a form of automatic evaluation of the pro-
posed measures in this work, on different agent-oriented applications, and that shows that 
the measures developed are automatable. The use of this tool also provided the possibility 
of refining the measures to study its behavior in greater detail. In addition, the application 
allowed to modify the values of the weights associated with the measures to determine the 
most appropriate for each situation under study.

This work constitutes an advance of the research carried out to reach a quality model in the 
agent-oriented paradigm, which allows developers to have help with which to satisfactorily 
evaluate their work, in order to ensure that it is appropriate for the functions for which it was 
produced, considering the characteristics that each component of the application must fulfill.
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